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But what prompted people to agitate and be arrested for peace? Why did Molly Rush, who had six children, put herself in a position to go to jail for several years? Although much literature dealing with nuclear disarmament movements exists, the general historiography of America's Cold War era does not answer these questions. Lawrence Wittner's Cold War America studies the time from a national perspective, providing statistics of employment and poverty rates while explaining several presidents' foreign and domestic policies. Ronald Powaski's March to Armageddon delves deeply into the diplomatic challenges of the Cold War, providing great detail about presidents and their strategies for negotiating international agreements such as the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaties. To move away from a strictly political study of disarmament, Jonathan Schell's The Abolition offers a compelling philosophical challenge to the doctrines of mutually assured destruction and deterrence. Lawrence
Wittner also studied the Cold War anti-nuclear movement with an emphasis on grassroots organizations, such as SANE and the Committee for Nonviolent Action. In Resisting the Bomb (1997), Wittner claims that nuclear disarmament groups around the world suffered a decline in membership and status in the 1960s and 1970s partly due to distraction from the Vietnam War and partly due to Soviet-American Détente.
2 However, in his 1984 book Rebels Against War, Wittner emphasizes that despite diminishing numbers, peace groups remained active throughout their less popular decades and emerged once again as viable resistance organizations in the Reagan years. Wittner claims that by 1983 nonviolent resistance had become a primary tool of Americans' efforts to achieve peace. 3 The Catholic Worker, and especially the Los Angeles chapter, belongs in this category of grassroots organizations that maintained their commitment to peace even during difficult years. But because the Catholic Worker did not focus solely on anti-war activism, as will be explained, it played a unique role in Cold War American history. In order to ascertain who these people were and the nature of their personal motivations and consternations, one would need to examine them on an individual basis. Personal writings, such as correspondences, when available, deal both with broad, international issues such as war and peace and personal issues such as hopes and fears-both of which are pertinent to this study. The most important source that I use to reconstruct individual experiences and convictions on this issue is the Los Angeles Catholic Worker's monthly periodical The Catholic Agitator. In it, many LA Catholic Worker members contributed articles describing their lives in the organization with a sometimes-surprising amount of autobiographical detail, such as family histories, private fears and insecurities, and personal motivations.
To supplement this source I will also draw upon a recent interview of a member of the LA Catholic
Worker who has been with the organization almost since its beginnings.
After a brief history and explanation of the philosophy and structure of the Los Angeles Catholic Worker, the paper will focus on the LA Catholic Worker's actions in anti-war and poverty actions during the Cold War, with an emphasis on individuals and their personal experiences. I believe that America's
Cold War historiography has unduly overlooked the actions and role of organizations such as the Catholic Worker in the American consciousness and will, in conclusion try to define the organization's unique role in and contribution to this era of American history.
Background of the Catholic Worker
The Catholic Worker, which first emerged in New York City in 1933, can trace its origins to several broad and distinct but related philosophical ideas or movements from the past few centuries. As a religious organization it drew from the teachings of Jesus and Christian teachings of the unity of humanity, the French Christian personalist understanding of the connection between personal salvation and universal redemption -which hinged on individual's decisions -and the pacifist groups of the radical Reformation in Europe. As an action-oriented radical organization, the Catholic Worker emerged from the anarcho-syndicalist visions of individual-to-group relationships, the social paradigms proposed by the Russian Prince Kropotkin, and the distributist philosophies of English Catholics such as Chesterton, Belloc, and McNabb. 4 The co-founders of the Catholic Worker, Peter Maurin and Dorothy Day, studied the ideas espoused by those sources, as well as others, and formed a new social model that rejected both capitalism and communism as inadequate to serve each human as a body and soul. Maurin envisioned a society where small, self-sustained groups of people would grow and make everything they needed, and eschew materialism and consumerism. Ideally, people would work for each other with a strong sense of religious purpose and blur the line between secular and religious activity. Because he imagined a society that produced only what it needed, Maurin called his corporate personalist idea the "Green Revolution" (in contrast to the popular "Red Revolution" of his day). Dorothy Day lived in New York City in the early part of the 20 th century, and as a progressive-minded bourgeois woman, she worked and socialized with some of the major personalities of the time, such as Emma Goldman, Eugene O'Neill, and Max Eastman, among others. But Day struggled internally for years trying to find a connection or reconciliation between the socially-conscious yet spiritually-void work of her peers, and the spiritually rich but socially- The first facet of Catholic Worker philosophy -solidarity with the poor and refusal of hierarchies and titles of authority -informed the anarchistic aspect of the group. One should not, however, confuse this anarchism with terrorism, nihilism, or the belief that one could and should do whatever he desired without regard for the effects of his actions. Day and Maurin espoused the classical definition of anarchism which proposed that power should not be concentrated into detached governmental bodies which formulated rules and regulations for the population at large, but rather that power should be diffused among small groups of people who would arrive by consensus at decisions which would affect only those within the group. Capitalism and communism (and terrorism, for that matter) were antithetical to Day and Maurin's anarchism in that they subjugated the individual to society's goals. 8 Every person, Day and Maurin proposed, owed allegiance to the common good, not to any political entity.
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The second facet of their philosophy -rebuffing of militarism -supplied the pacifist ideology.
Overriding through both was the Catholic dogma of the membership of all people in the mystical body of Around that time Ammon Hennacy, ex-convict and former socialist, joined the Catholic Worker.
Hennacy contributed to the Catholic Worker a new emphasis on personal resistance to injustice manifested in symbolic protests such as public fasting and non-violent civil-disobedience. Acting upon their knowledge of the truth, Hennacy said individuals had a responsibility to display their disapproval of unjust laws and practices. Although some doubted Hennacy's faith (he famously spelled "god" with a small "g" and two "o's") or disagreed with his bombastic personality, he infused into the Catholic weekly stipend of $3. Typically, volunteers stayed for two or three years before moving on to other endeavors; some retirees spent the rest of their lives with the group.
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Religious affiliation was never a qualification for those who wanted to join the LACW as long as they could work under the "Catholic Worker" moniker -only during a short period in the LACW's history were all of its members Roman Catholic. In the 1970s, despite the fact that the Hospitality
Kitchen involved mainly what many would have called "women's work," most LACW volunteers were male. By the 1980s, because most of the nurses and secretaries at Hospitality Clinic were women, the gender ratio of the LACW volunteers reversed.
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Aggregate data on the type of people who voluntarily embraced poverty to work for the poor and fight war are important, but they can only divulge general conclusions about who volunteered and why.
In order to fully understand who, why, and how people worked to fulfill what they regarded as God's Kingdom on earth one must examine the volunteers individually. By examining them individually, their fears, foibles, and lapses of faith present themselves for study along with the hope and charity broadly visible in an organization such as the Catholic Worker. Furthermore, by exploring personal trials and mentalities of those involved, it becomes clear that the LACW occupied a unique niche among American
Cold War dissent groups.
The LACW's Anti-Nuclear Activities
WWII ended more spectacularly than any war in history. The incineration of two Japanese cities which compelled Emperor Hirohito's order for Japan to surrender was not an hours-long campaign of firebombing like that which destroyed Dresden, but an instant flash of mortal fire -the work of only two bombs, in two instances, that killed hundreds of thousands of people. At the time only the US had nuclear weapons and many have since argued that President Truman's willingness to use them was meant not only as a deathblow to Japan, but as a warning shot to Soviet Russia in the context of an incipient 38 Ibid. 39 Ibid.
Cold War as well. 40 Shortly thereafter the Soviets too developed a nuclear weapon and the United States lost undisputed supremacy over Russia, or what Truman called "a hammer on those boys."
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Disagreements over how to arrange post-war Europe were henceforth colored by the prospect that a war between the two giants could be disastrous on an unprecedented scale. Both sides soon began a build up of nuclear weapons which spawned the world's first nuclear arms race, and in short time both had deployed enough nuclear weapons to destroy each other many times over. Without having planned it, Mutually Assured Destruction led to a policy of deterrence through a greater arms build up on both sides.
Throughout the world, many people feared and abhorred the implications of the arms race. In America, critics argued that military spending exceeded the government expenditures in most services and used tax dollars for programs which many found immoral, especially while many Americans wanted for basic amenities. In 1982, for example, the US Department of Energy spent $2-4 million dollars each time it tested a nuclear weapon at its site in Nevada, an activity it did on an average of once every 20.3 days. 42 In 1983 the College of American Bishops of the Catholic Church published a pastoral letter specifically denouncing any use of nuclear weapons and proclaiming deterrence acceptable only as a temporary policy preceding full nuclear disarmament. 43 But as the voices of opposition grew louder and the arms race continued to expand, the US and USSR decided to open negotiations to work towards nuclear disarmament.
Some of the most important treaty negotiations began with the era of Nixon, the same time that the LA Catholic Worker began its services for peace and alleviation of poverty. As an ardently pacifist organization, the Worker cast a suspicious eye on agreements, such as the Strategic Arms Limitation Agreement, because they often did not make meaningful progress toward disarmament or merely maintained the status quo. Bomber, a nuclear missile, and a tank under the Ibid, 194 .
The Cover of the October 1979 Catholic Agitator. Union responded in kind. Later, when negotiations began to take place, both sides were reluctant to undeploy even their new "bargaining chip" weapons. peace to a radical pacifist activist. Her article, "Confronting the Bomb in Our Midst," featured a drawing of an average-looking suburban neighborhood with an enormous but otherwise unspectacular nuclear bomb in the street. (See Fig. 4 about her six children ranging in age from 12 to 25, and about her husband who struggled to understand her choices. By the time they had finished asking for signatures, the Catholic Workers had collected over 7000 when they would have been happy with a few hundred. Apparently many more people were interested in and concerned about global peace than commonly thought at the time. Women with children often signed readily, but even one US Marine and a brawny tattooed man added their signatures to the petition.
Anaheim's Mayor John Seymour, however, ignored the petition and went ahead with plans to host the arms expo. The Catholic Worker decided to peacefully protest against it. promising not to return to protest the next year. The judge explained that if Dietrich and Hoffman wanted to be martyrs for their cause, he would assist them by sentencing them.
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"How devious! How demoralizing! Now the responsibility for remaining in jail was ours alone.
All we had to do was write a simple letter and we would be out," 68 In letters that he wrote to his wife Catherine Morris, also a Catholic Worker, he explained that being the smallest person in the jail frightened him, but more frightening was the prospect of witnessing a rape or assault. As a Christian
Dietrich would have to stand up for the victim in such an attack, but doing so would mark Dietrich as a target and he did not know if he had sufficient courage and faith to expose himself in such a manner. He prayed that God would not test him so. 69 Furthermore, the jail's guards and other inmates soon learned of Dietrich's situation and assured him that his actions meant nothing, that he should write the letter and leave. 70 Even the jail's chaplain recommended that Dietrich write the letter and then go to law school where he might acquire the skills necessary to precipitate real change in society. Dietrich found himself praying not only for his personal safety, but for the strength to remain incarcerated as well. 71 His time in jail taught Dietrich several lessons. The first, and most apparent, seemed to wither Dietrich's ideals. "How naïve I had been," he wrote in the LA Times, "to assume that love and nonviolence might ever prevail in the world. We need only go to jail to have such illusions shattered."
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In his letters to his wife, Dietrich specifically credited Reinhold Niebuhr's Beyond Tragedy for changing his perspective on religion and spirituality. 73 And through conversations with other inmates and guards, none of whom thought his pacifism was anything more than a queer anomaly, Dietrich began to see parallels between the survival-of-the-fittest jail life and the anarchy of international politics. In much the same way that inmates spent their time on calisthenics and perfecting their tough aloofness as a selfdefense mechanism, so the US could not relinquish one missile or warship, lest that invite attack from a rival. 74 To say the least, Dietrich's pessimism grew and threatened to overcome his principles.
Dietrich learned another lesson about humanity at the Thanksgiving dinner that he received behind bars. The food, surprisingly, was of high quality and Dietrich could only complain of too much sage in the dressing and too much ginger in the pumpkin pie. 75 But for all the abundance, the sterility and regimentation of jail stripped the day of any cheer, of any reason to be thankful. Dietrich witnessed the epitome of materialist culture -great food, nominal celebration, and lack of human contact -and recognized it as an empty vessel. Society, Dietrich realized, placed all the importance on the physical ingredients of holidays (and indeed of life), while it disdained the spiritual aspects of celebration: sharing, communion, and brotherhood. bargaining chips, they could offer only themselves and their labor to their cause. In any peaceful way they could, they worked to obstruct the momentum of militarism. Some refused to pay taxes both as a matter of protest and to clear their consciences of support for militarism. Many more chose to obstruct militarism by announcing their disapproval of war and physically blocking access to arms expos and other militarist conventions.
This begs the questions, though, of why these people, to the exclusion of others, participated in the peace movement in the way they did. Certainly, the ominous specter of nuclear war seemed to loom near, and even if it never actually occurred, nobody wanted her or his children to inherit a world crippled by the threat of nuclear annihilation. For some, such as Molly Rush, combating militarism was a matter of faith. Through the Bible, God commanded action. In order to truly follow Christ, one had to bear his or her own cross and follow Christ's path. For those who devoted themselves to this notion, Jesus' admonitions to love thy enemy and bolster one's faith through actions constituted more than mere suggestions; they, in fact, demanded as much obedience as Moses' Ten Commandments. For others, such as Toni Flynn, protest provided a method to transcend the lingering effects of traumatic experiences. Of course, each of the people examined above exhibited in different ways the characteristics of fear, faith, personal growth, and commitment to ideals. Each theme, in some ways, is a variation and reinforcement of the others. Most importantly, each person's ultimate goal, despite the method or reason for protest, remained world peace. Without doubt they all knew how unlikely their small actions were to produce an end to global conflict, but inaction meant complicity, and complicity in war was as unacceptable to them as direct action in its execution.
Working on Poverty
For The problem for Skid Row's children did not constitute simply the lack of a place to play. With both of their parents forced to work everyday to pay for basic necessities, Skid Row's kids had no supervision or discipline; children not yet into their teens often had to forego school in order to take care of their younger siblings. 98 Before the playground existed, the Catholic Worker and other philanthropic groups in the area knew that Skid Row needed some type of daycare center. In 1980 a $5000 grant from 91 Mehren, "Skid Row Playground." 92 the Atlantic Richfield Foundation helped the Catholic Worker, along with the Missionary Brothers of Charity and others, to lease an abandoned warehouse on the corner of 6 th and Gladys Streets for the purpose of converting it into Para Los Niños, "For the Children," a daycare center in the middle of Skid Row. Within a few months the organizations raised over $100,000, hired a staff, and opened the center. context that invited the poor in, rather than one that excluded them. 10 years after it opened Hospitality
Free Clinic had a robust, dedicated volunteer staff and its own building across from the soup kitchen.
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By then, Dr. Rosemary Occhiogrosso ran the clinic and she, along with other members of the staff, shared her experiences and motivations in The Agitator.
Many of Occhiogrosso's experiences revealed the intrinsic shortcomings of the medical care system, especially in terms of meeting the needs of the poor. In The Agitator, she wrote about a man named Martin who, despite obvious signs of acute alcoholic liver disease, had been released by Harbor General Hospital and referred to a detox center. The detox center refused to admit Martin because he was so sick, and as a last resort he went to Hospitality Free Clinic, seeking nothing more than a place to rest. Occhiogrosso called the doctor in charge of liver service at Los Angeles County General Hospital and arranged for Martin to be helped through the system until he received the treatment he needed. Martin's story illustrated how the medical establishment could neglect its responsibilities through carelessness.
Another story, that of a man named Michael, illustrated how poverty made it difficult for Skid Row residents to receive proper medical care even when the system met its responsibilities. Three weeks before he showed up at Hospitality Clinic, Michael had been stabbed and robbed on the street, and treated for his trauma at County Hospital. But, still suffering from a collapsed lung, Michael missed his followup appointment at the hospital because he had no bus fare and the pain in his chest prevented him from walking the three miles to County General. Occhiogrosso assumed she simply had to reschedule Michael's appointment for a later time that day, but after several frustrating phone calls Occhiogrosso could not get an appointment scheduled for sooner than three weeks later. Unwilling to send him to the emergency room where he would no doubt spend several hours waiting to see a nurse, Hospitality Clinic treated Michael as best it could for a possible pneumonia while he waited for his next hospital appointment three weeks later. the hundreds of people who came through each day, especially in winter, tended to dishearten her. 113 Dietzel wrote that the anonymity and monotony of the work at times threatened to destroy her "hope of ever realizing the Kingdom of God on earth." Even in the most desperate times however, Dietzel gained strength from the people she served. In their own ways, through their own sacrifices, the nameless and homeless of Skid Row helped Dietzel recognize the effect her actions had on the community. One man bought a rose with the last of the money he received from selling his plasma to a commercial blood bank and presented it to the workers at the soup kitchen. Dietzel also recalled her experience with a barefoot woman who one day gave her a ten dollar bill as payment for all the meals she had eaten despite Dietzel's explanation that they were free. Dietzel knew the woman could not afford to give away ten dollars, but she could not convince the woman to keep it. Catholic Workers did not have a monopoly on self-sacrifice and altruism, Dietzel learned. The actions of those impoverished persons who gave so much from their meager resources inspired Dietzel to challenge herself and persevere through difficult times, and to give more of herself to her work. Furthermore, because the Worker strove to break down distinctions between the server and served, because they embraced the poverty that they sought to alleviate, they inevitably formed friendships with the people of Skid Row. The personalism that they professed manifested itself in the form of a relationship between coequal peers, rather than charitable Samaritan and lowly receiver of goodwill. As the Catholic Worker saw it, poverty was not a necessary condition of society, or if it was, the suffering associated with it did not need to be so extreme. Unreformed governments and the church, in their detachment from the living realities of penury, could not hope to effectively end the problems of homelessness, poor nutrition, or the malaise of an unproductive life that led in many cases to substance abuse or crime. Although they provided a necessary service, government programs such as welfare, laden with bureaucracy and constantly under threat to have their budgets cut, could not solve the problems of the poor. In essence, as they were, government and church could do little to halt the cycle of poverty, especially when their spending priorities fed the cycle in many ways. Catholic Workers therefore put themselves in the midst of the cycle, not only through their labor, but with their complete lives. Unlike the work of some missionary organizations or charities, Catholic Worker work was not a day job, it was a way of life.
Conclusion
The Mexico. By 1992 the clinic had become a victim of its own success and the LACW shut it down. Now it opens as an unstructured clinic for a few hours five days a week. The playground on Skid Row also became a victim of success after a concerted effort in the late 1980s to empty downtown's rundown hotels of families. As the city enforced housing codes and children moved out of the neighborhood, the playground fell into disuse, and eventually became nothing more than another vacant lot on Skid Row.
The Justice Bakery did not become a victim of its own success. Rather, after years of running it without profit, health code violation fines forced Tony Trafecanty to close it down. Nuestra Tienda also closed in the 80s. One of the LACW's operating guidelines for any project is to not run it for longer than it is needed. So as residents of Skid Row moved away or acquired cars and grocery stores began delivery services, Nuestra Tienda's need on Skid Row ran out.
Other LACW projects faired better, however. The daycare center Para Los Niños continues to offer hundreds of downtown Los Angeles' children a safe, constructive, and educational place to spend their days. And what began as a small legal advisory office in the late 1970s is now the Inner City Law
Center, a fully independent law office that offers a range of free legal services to those who need them.
In 1987, after an earthquake, the City of Los Angeles condemned and demolished Hospitality Kitchen and Zedakah House. Soon after, however, the LACW built a new kitchen on the site, and the group continues to serve hundreds of free meals per day out of its new Hospitality Kitchen. Today, the volunteers' weekly stipend has ballooned to $15 per week.
The LACW also never lost its calling for civil disobedience, and world events ensured that the group would always have something against which to protest. As of this writing, the LACW is planning an act of civil disobedience at a local military recruiting station on March 19 to mark the fourth anniversary of the war in Iraq. Several, including Dietrich, expect to be arrested.
Interestingly, this dual sense of duty -for the poor and against militarism -makes the Catholic Worker unique among dissent groups, but has also caused many internal difficulties. Many members, or would-be members, could devote themselves wholeheartedly to one mission, but not see how it related to the other. Some would openly argue that it made no sense to close the soup kitchen to drive to a nuclear test site in Nevada and get arrested for trespassing. Others saw no inherent conflict, believing as Catherine Morris put it, that the Catholic Worker "works with the poor because they are the victims of the priorities of this country [i.e. militarism and war]."
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Over the years Catholic Agitators periodically contained invitations and sign-up forms for acts of civil disobedience. In October 1979 the invitation to join the protest against the Military Electronics Exposition in Anaheim (which then precipitated the two-month saga in jail for Jeff Dietrich and Kent Hoffman) proclaimed that "Responsibility has taken on a more difficult, frightening, and costly face. . .
.The international trade in weapons is, quite simply, the wholesale merchandising of death. . . .
Step
Forth." 121 The form stated that demonstrators would almost certainly be arrested for blocking the entrance to the Expo. Other invitations to join other protest events made it clear to anyone who would join: participation means seriously risking jail time.
The Catholic Agitators featured the same blunt attitude when asking for volunteers in other areas.
In 1986, needing a dentist at Hospitality Free Clinic, The Agitator stated: "Hospitality Free Clinic needs volunteer dentists to work in our extraction clinic. Please ask your dentist if he/she would be interested in helping to provide this much needed service on Skid Row." 122 This no frills attitude to asking for volunteers speaks to the Catholic Worker's prevailing faith. They believed that God would provide what they needed, and they could do without the rest. The prevailing faith also provided the bridge between poverty and militarism, the Catholic Worker's two main venues of work. By attempting to live out the belief that all people are members of the mystical body of Christ and therefore worthy of all dignity, it logically followed that all war − in fact all violence − was immoral, and that the suffering of the poor could not be tolerated. To them, it was an unfortunate fact that American society, by ignoring the poor through its pursuit of a powerful military, perpetuated both of these problems. Therefore members of the Catholic Worker felt that they had no choice but to attack both with equal vigor. Lawrence Wittner claims in Rebels Against War that disarmament groups suffered a decrease in members but not in vitality in the late years of the Cold War, but he does not explain how that phenomenon could have occurred.
My study of the Los Angeles Catholic Worker demonstrates that by adopting a broad focus (work for justice, rather than work exclusively for disarmament) organizations could maintain their convictions and social significance. particular interest is the relationship between individual decision and collective action in the anarchist group. For the Catholic Worker, this relationship was similar to that which bound militarism and poverty in that it was self-perpetuating. The group compelled nobody to act in any particular manner, but the collection of like-minded people found that their actions produced better results when they combined their efforts; and the more successful their actions, the more people they attracted. Further, one could explore the interaction between Catholic Worker's faith in the unity of all people in the mystical body of
Christ and the reality of world politics punctuated by war and a nuclear arms race. This duality, for those who faced it, such as Molly Rush and the Plowshare 8 or Jeff Dietrich in jail, often became a radicalizing rather than discouraging factor. If all people shared in the dignity of Christ, how could one do nothing while the world neared annihilation?
The people who joined the Los Angeles Catholic Worker all had their own reasons and their own personal hurdles to clear before they could sacrifice themselves entirely to the organization's idealistic cause. They were neither born activists nor professional organizers, but each of those who committed themselves eventually came to recognize that the ultimate goal of the movement was the creation of a society and culture based on human dignity in which universal justice motivated the populace. In short, they strove for nothing less than the establishment of what they viewed as the Kingdom of God on earth.
